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1. INTRODUCTION
Let a and b be complex characters of some finite group G. Of course,
the product ab is always a character, and in this paper we ask when it can
happen that this product character is irreducible. One situation where ab
is guaranteed to be irreducible is when the restriction of a to the normal
 . subgroup ker b is irreducible. The irreducibility of ab in this case is a
consequence of Gallagher's theorem, which appears as Corollary 6.17 in
w x .4 . In order to avoid examples of this type and certain other ``uninterest-
 .ing'' situations, we impose the additional condition that ker a s 1 s
 .ker b . In other words, we assume that a and b are each faithful.
Another class of examples where ab is irreducible occurs for p-sep-
arable groups G, where p is a set of primes. If a is p-special and b is
p 9-special, then ab is guaranteed to be irreducible by Gajendragadkar's
 w x.  .theorem Proposition 7.1 of 1 . In this situation, however, O G :p
 .  .  .ker b and O G : ker a , and so examples of this type are alsop 9
eliminated by assuming that a and b are faithful.
Obviously, ab is irreducible if either a or b is linear, and since we are
assuming that both a and b are faithful, it follows in this case that G is
cyclic. There also exist some noncyclic groups having faithful characters a
 .and b such that ab is irreducible. One such example is SL 2, 5 , where
we take a and b to be the distinct irreducible characters of degree 2.
Another example is the alternating group A , where the irreducible9
character of degree 168 can be factored as the product of the irreducible
1 Research partially supported by a grant from the U.S. National Security Agency.
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character of degree 8 with either of the two irreducible characters of
degree 21. In fact, a result of I. Zisser shows that for n G 5, the
alternating group A has an irreducible character with a nontrivial factor-n
w x .ization if and only if n is a square. See 5 .
We have been unable to find a noncyclic sol¤able example, however, and
we suspect that none exists. We can prove, at least, that if such an example
does exist, it would have a fairly complicated structure.
THEOREM A. Suppose that G is sol¤able and that some irreducible
character of G factors as a product of two faithful characters. If G is not
cyclic, then its Fitting height is at least 4.
In fact, we can obtain some more precise information.
THEOREM B. Let G be sol¤able but not cyclic, and suppose that a and b
 .  .are faithful characters of G whose product is irreducible. Then a 1 and b 1
ha¤e at least two common prime factors. Also, G has a noncentral minimal
normal subgroup, and if M is any such subgroup and p is the unique prime
 .  .di¤isor of its order, then p di¤ides a 1 , b 1 , and the rank of M. Further-
more, the group of automorphisms of M induced by G is not p-nilpotent.
There is a module-theoretic assertion that would imply that a solvable
group having an irreducible character that factors as a product of two
faithful characters is necessarily cyclic. For the sake of discussion, we
formulate this as a general conjecture, although it is only the situation
where G is solvable that is relevant to the main problem of this paper. We
would not be especially surprised if this ``conjecture'' turns out to be false
in general, but we do not expect that a solvable counterexample can be
.found.
Conjecture C. Let V be a simple FG-module, where F is a field.
Suppose that we can factor G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups of G,
and each of X and Y has a nonzero fixed point in V. Then G acts trivially
on V.
THEOREM D. Assume that Conjecture C holds for some sol¤able group G.
If G has an irreducible character that is a product of two faithful characters,
then G is cyclic.
There are some cases of Conjecture C that we are able to prove, and
these underlie our proofs of Theorems A and B.
THEOREM E. Let V be a simple FG-module, where F is a field, and
suppose that G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups of G ha¤ing nonzero fixed
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points in V. If G acts nontri¤ially on V, then F has prime characteristic p and
the following hold.
 . < < < <a p di¤ides X and Y .
 . < <b If X is sol¤able, then p di¤ides G : Y .
 .  .c If G is sol¤able, then p di¤ides dim V .F
 .  . .d If N eG is a p9-subgroup and N s N l X N l Y , then N acts
tri¤ially on V.
 .e G is not p-nilpotent.
We close this introduction by acknowledging with thanks a number of
helpful conversations and communications with Alexandre Turull.
2. CYCLIC NORMAL SUBGROUPS
We begin with an easy, but useful, lemma.
 .  .2.1 LEMMA. Let a , b g Irr G , and suppose that ab is irreducible. If
a is induced from some subgroup X : G, then b is irreducible. Also, if b isX
induced from Y : G, then XY s G.
G  . GProof. Suppose that a s u , where u g Irr X . Then ab s u b s
 .Gub , and since this character was assumed to be irreducible, it followsX
that b is irreducible, as desired.X
G  .  G.If b s w , where w g Irr Y , then since w s b is irreducible, itX X
follows from Mackey's theorem that XY s G.
 .2.2 COROLLARY. Suppose that some irreducible character of G factors
as a product of two faithful characters. Then e¤ery cyclic normal subgroup of
G is central.
 .Proof. Let a , b g Irr G be faithful, where ab is irreducible, and
suppose that EeG is cyclic. Let l be an irreducible constituent of aE
 .and write C s C E . Then C stabilizes l, and we claim that in fact, C isG
 .the full stabilizer of l in G. To see why this is so, observe that ker l is
 .characteristic in the cyclic group E, and hence ker l eG. But the restric-
 .tion of the faithful character a to ker l has a principal constituent, and it
 .  .follows that ker l : ker a s 1. If x g G stabilizes l, then since l is
w x  .linear, we have E, x : ker l s 1, and thus x g C as claimed.
Since C is the stabilizer of l in G and a lies over l, it follows by the
 w x.Clifford correspondence see Theorem 6.11 of 4 that a is induced from
C. Similarly, b is induced from C, and hence it follows by Lemma 2.1 that
 .C s G. Thus E : Z G , as desired.
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The main result of this section is the following, which is a part of
Theorem B.
 .2.3 THEOREM. Suppose that G is sol¤able, and assume that some
irreducible character of G factors as a product of two faithful characters. If
e¤ery minimal normal subgroup of G is central, then G is cyclic.
We will need the following lemma, which is related to Conjecture C.
 .2.4 LEMMA. Let G be a sol¤able group that acts on an elementary
abelian p-group V. Let W be a maximal subgroup of V, and assume that W
admits the action of G that the action of G on W is irreducible. Suppose
G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups and each of X and Y fixes an element
of V lying outside of W. Then G fixes an element of V lying outside of W.
Proof. We can assume that G acts faithfully on V and that G is
nontrivial. Observe that each of X and Y acts trivially on VrW, and thus
G also acts trivially on this group of order p. If there exists a G-invariant
complement U for W in V, therefore, then G acts trivially on U, and we
are done. We may thus assume that there is no such complement, and
it follows that W is the unique proper nonidentity G-invariant subgroup
of V.
If M eG has order not divisible by p, then by Maschke's theorem, there
is an M-invariant complement for W in V, and M necessarily acts trivially
 .  .on this complement. Thus C M › W, and since C M is G-invariant,V V
 .it follows from the uniqueness of W that C M s V. Thus M s 1, andV
 .  .we see that O G s 1. Since G is nontrivial, we have O G ) 1, and wep9 p
 .  .write N s O G . Observe that C N is nontrivial and G-invariant, andp W
 .thus C N s W and N acts trivially on W. Also, since V is generated byW
W and any element ¤ g V y W, it follows that for every such element, we
 .  .have C ¤ : C V s 1. In other words, N acts semiregularly on theN G
elements of V y W.
Now fix an element ¤ g V y W, and let O be the orbit of ¤ under G.
We claim that O is exactly the coset W¤ . Since G acts trivially on VrW, we
know that W¤ is G-invariant, and hence O : W¤. Also, N acts semiregu-
< < < < < < < <larly on V y W, and thus N F O F W¤ s W , and so it suffices to
< < < <show that W F N .
w xSince G centralizes VrW, we have V, G : W, and we consider the map
 . w x w x w xw xnu : N “ W defined by u n s ¤ , n . We have ¤ , mn s ¤ , n ¤ , m s
w xw x¤ , m ¤ , n since W is abelian and is centralized by N, and thus u is a
w x ghomomorphism. Now let g g G, and write w s ¤ , g g W, so that ¤ s
w x g w g x w g x¤w s w¤ . Then ¤ , n s w¤ , n s ¤ , n , where the last equality holds
g  . g  g .because n centralizes w. Thus u n s u n , and we see that u is a
 .G-homomorphism from N to W, and hence u N is a G-invariant sub-
 .  . <  . < < <group of W. Now ker u : C ¤ s 1, and thus u N s N ) 1. SinceN
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 . < < < <G acts irreducibly on W, we have u N s W, and thus N s W . This
completes the proof that the orbit O of ¤ under G is the full coset W¤ .
 .  .By the hypotheses, we know that WC X s V s WC Y , and thusV V
we can choose elements a and b of V, centralized by X and Y, respec-
tively, and such that a and b lie in the same nontrivial coset of W in V.
We have just seen, however, that the coset Wa s Wb is a single G-orbit,
and thus we have ag s b for some element g g G. But G s XY, and
hence we can write g s xyy1 with x g X and y g Y. Then a s ax s b y s
b, and thus G s XY stabilizes a s b. This completes the proof.
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, we shall need to use some of the theory
w xof a ``character-five,'' that is presented in 2 . It seems appropriate,
therefore to give a brief review of the relevant definitions and theorems.
 .A character-five is a 5-tuple G, K, L, u , w , where L : K are normal
 .subgroups of G such that KrL is abelian and where u g Irr K and
 .w g Irr L are G-invariant and are fully ramified with respect to each
 K 2other. Recall that this means that u s ew and w s eu , where e sL
< <K : L . In particular, each of u and w determines the other, and so in
 . .some sense, the notation G, K, L, u , w contains redundant information.
 . < < < <If G, K, L, u , w is a character-five and either G : K or K : L is odd,
one can construct a certain uniquely determined character c of G, which
we shall refer to as the magic character associated with the given charac-
ter-five. Some of the properties of the magic character c are as follows.
 . < <1r2  .2 <  . <First, we have c 1 s e s K : L , and in general, c g s "C gK r L
 2for all elements g g G. In particular, the character c is always rational
.valued. Also, we see from this that cc is equal to the permutation
character of the action of G on KrL, and this is never a transitive action
except in the degenerate case where K s L. It follows that if L - K, we
w x w xhave c , c s cc , 1 ) 1, and thus the magic character arising from aG
nondegenerate character-five can never be irreducible. We mention that
 . < <1r2  .  .if g g G centralizes KrL, then c g s K : L s c 1 , and thus ker c
 .  . .s C KrL . In particular, K : ker c .G
 .We have already seen that each value c g lies in some quadratic
extension of the rational numbers, but in the important case where KrL is
a p-group for some odd prime p, much more is true: all of the values of c
 .on the whole group G lie in the unique quadratic extension of the
rational numbers contained in the cyclotomic field of pth roots of unity.
 < <If p s 2, we are assuming that G : K is odd, and in that case, the magic
.character is rational valued.
 .In the situation where G, K, L, u , w is a character-five and either
< < < < G : K or K : L is odd, there exists a certain subgroup U : G which we
.call a good complement such that KU s G and K l U s L. The crucial
 .point here is that if x g Irr G lies over u and U is a good complement,
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then we can factor the restriction x s jc , where c is the magicU U
 < .character and j g Irr U w . Since the magic character never vanishes, we
 < .see that j is uniquely determined by x , and this defines a map Irr G u
 < .“ Irr U w . In fact, x vanishes on conjugacy classes of G that do not
meet U, and it follows that our map x ‹ j is injective, and it is not too
hard to see that it must also be surjective. One way to prove this is to use
  .  ..2 < < < <   .  ..2 .the fact that  x 1 ru 1 s G : K s U : L s  j 1 rw 1 .
By the uniqueness of the construction of the magic character c , it
< <follows that if s is an automorphism of the cyclotomic field of G th roots
of unity, then c s is the magic character associated with the Galois-con-
 s s .jugate character-five G, K, L, u , w . In the case where KrL is a p-
group, however, we know that all the values of c lie in a certain quadratic
extension of the rationals, and it follows that as we run over all of the
 .character-fives that are Galois conjugate to G, K, L, u , w , there are at
most two different magic characters that arise. Also, a good complement U
 .for the character-five G, K, L, u , w will also be a good complement for
 s s .any of the Galois-conjugate character-fives G, K, L, u , w .
We are now ready to proceed with the proof of our theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By hypothesis, there exist faithful characters a
and b of G such that ab is irreducible. In particular, a is irreducible and
 .  .faithful, and thus Z G is cyclic. We can assume, therefore, that Z G - G,
and we choose a subgroup EeG, minimal with the property that E ›
 .  .Z G . Let Z s E l Z G , and note that ErZ is a chief factor of G, and in
fact, every proper subgroup of E that is normal in G is contained in Z.
 .The chief factor ErZ is abelian, and since Z : Z E , it follows that E is
nilpotent with nilpotence class at most 2. But E is not central in G, and
thus some Sylow subgroup of E is also not central in G, and hence by the
minimality of E, we deduce that E is a p-group for some prime p. Of
course, E contains some minimal normal subgroup of G, which by hypoth-
 .esis is central, and it follows that Z s E l Z G ) 1.
 .Suppose first that E is abelian. Since E › Z G , we see by Corollary 2.2
 .  .that E is not cyclic, and hence V E is not cyclic. It follows that V E is1 1
 .not central in G since we know that Z G is cyclic. By the minimality of E,
 .we conclude that E s V E , and thus E is elementary abelian, and the1
cyclic nontrivial subgroup Z has order p. Also, Z is the unique minimal
normal subgroup of G contained in E.
 .Write V s Irr E , and note that V is an elementary abelian p-group
< <acted on by G. Also, since Z s p and ZeG, we see that the subgroup
 .W s Irr ErZ : V is a G-invariant hyperplane in V. Because G acts
irreducibly on ErZ, it follows that G also acts irreducibly on the dual
module W.
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Now let u and w be irreducible constituents of a and b , respectively,E E
and note that u , w g V. But a and b are faithful, and since ZeG, it
 .  .follows that Z is not contained in ker u or in ker w . This shows that u
and w each lie in V y W.
Let X and Y, respectively, be the stabilizers of u and w in G, and note
that a is induced from X and b is induced from Y by the Clifford
correspondence. By Lemma 2.1, we have XY s G, and thus we are in the
situation of Lemma 2.4. We conclude that there is a linear character n g V
 .  .stabilized by G and such that n f W. Then ker n eG and Z › ker n .
Since Z is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, however, it follows
 .that ker n s 1, and thus E is cyclic. This is a contradiction, however, and
we deduce that E is not abelian.
We now know that E is nonabelian p-group for some prime p and that
 .ErZ is a chief factor of G, where Z : Z G is cyclic. Let l be the unique
irreducible constituent of a and note that l is faithful. Since ErZ is anZ
abelian chief factor of G and l is G-invariant, we see that there are just
two possibilities: either all of the irreducible characters of E that lie over
l are extensions of l and hence they are linear, or else there is only one
irreducible character of E that lies over l, and l is fully ramified with
respect to ErZ. That there are indeed the only possibilities is an easy
w x .consequence of Problem 6.12 of 4 . But a is faithful and E is non-
abelian, and thus the irreducible constituents of a are nonlinear charac-E
ters lying over l. It follows that l is fully ramified with respect to ErZ
and that a is a multiple of the unique irreducible character u of E thatE
lies over l.
Similarly, if m is the unique irreducible constituent of b , then m isZ
faithful and is fully ramified with respect to ErZ, and b is a multiple ofE
the unique irreducible character w of E that lies over m. Now every
irreducible constituent of uw lies under the irreducible character ab of G,
and hence the irreducible constituents of uw are all G-conjugate.
We show next that the linear character n s lm of Z must be nonprinci-
 .pal. Otherwise, Z : ker uw and uw can be viewed as a character of ErZ.
But u and w vanish on E y Z, and thus uw is a character of ErZ that
vanishes on every nonidentity element. It follows that uw is a multiple of
the regular character of ErZ, and hence it has both principal and
nonprincipal irreducible constituents. But these constituents must be G-
conjugate, and this is a contradiction. Thus lm is nonprincipal, as claimed.
< <In particular, since each of l and m is faithful, we deduce that Z ) 2.
< < < <We argue next that either Z s p or else p s 2 and Z s 4, and in the
< <latter case, E9 s 2 and ErE9 is elementary abelian. Recall that E is a
 .p-group of nilpotence class 2 and that Z s Z E is the unique proper
subgroup of E maximal with the property that it is normal in G. If p ) 2,
 .then the characteristic subgroup V E is noncyclic, and hence it is not1
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 .contained in Z, and it follows that V E s E. Since E has nilpotence1
 .class 2, we see that if p ) 2, then E s V E has exponent p, and it1
follows in this case that the cyclic group Z has order p, as desired.
w x2 w 2 xIf p s 2, then since E has class 2, we have x, y s x , y , for all
elements x, y g E. But ErZ is an elementary abelian 2-group, and thus
2 w 2 x w x2x g Z and x , y s 1. It follows that x, y s 1, and thus E9 is the
unique subgroup of Z of order 2. Now ErE9 is abelian and noncyclic, and
 .thus the preimage in E of V ErE9 is characteristic and noncyclic. This1
preimage is thus not contained in Z, and hence it must be the whole group
E, and it follows that ErE9 is elementary abelian and E has exponent
< <dividing 4. Since we have already seen that Z ) 2, it follows in this case
< <that Z s 4, as claimed.
< <Assume now that p ) 2, so that Z s p. Since l and m are faithful
 .linear characters of Z, they are Galois conjugate, and thus G, E, Z, u , l
 .and G, E, Z, w, m are Galois conjugate character-fives and we let U be a
simultaneous good complement for each of them. Also, we have uniquely
 . a .  b .determined and possibly equal magic characters c and c , respec-
tively, for these two character-fives.
 .Now write x s ab g Irr G , and note that x lies over the nonprincipal
 .and hence faithful linear character n s lm of Z. Since Z is the unique
minimal normal subgroup of E, it follows that x is faithful, and thus weE
can reason as we did earlier for l and for m, and we deduce that n is fully
ramified with respect to ErZ, and thus there is a unique character
 .  .g g Irr E lying over n . We thus have a third character-five: G, E, Z, g , n .
Observe that n is Galois conjugate to each of l and m since Z has prime
order, and thus U is a good complement for this character-five too. We
write c  x . to denote the corresponding magic character, and we note that
the three magic characters c a ., c  b ., and c  x . cannot be all different
because at most two different magic characters can arise from our three
Galois conjugate character-fives.
We can factor a s jc a . for some uniquely determined characterU U
 < .  b .  < .j g Irr U l , and similarly, we can write b s hc , where h g Irr U m .U U
Since x s ab , we see that x s a b s jhc a .c  b .. We also know thatU U U U U
 x .  < .we can write x s tc for some character t g Irr U n , and thusU U
jhc a .c  b . s tc  x ..U U U
If c  x . s c  b ., then because this magic character never vanishes, we
can cancel c  x . s c  b ., from both sides, and we deduce that jhc a . s t ,U U U
which is irreducible. It follows from this that c a . is irreducible, and inU
particular c a . is irreducible. We know, however, that magic characters
arising from nondegenerate character-fives cannot be irreducible, and we
conclude that c  x . / c  b . and similarly that c  x . / c a .. Since the three
magic characters c a ., c  b ., and c  x . are definitely not distinct, we
deduce that c a . s c  b ..
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a .  b .  a ..2   x ..2Now c c s c s c , where the latter equality follows
because the square of a magic character is always rational valued, and yet
c a . and c  x . are Galois conjugate. We now have
jhc  x .c  x . s jhc a .c  b . s tc  x . ,U U U U U
and so we can cancel c  x . to deduce that jhc  x . s t is irreducible.U U
Again we have a contradiction since we know that c  x . cannot be
irreducible.
< < < <We are now left with the situation where p s 2, Z s 4, E9 s 2, and
ErE9 is elementary abelian. Since l and m are faithful, we see that
 .  .l s m , and thus E9 : ker n . Recall that we have written n s lm. ItE9 E9
 . follows that E9 : ker uw , and therefore uw is a sum of necessarily
.distinct linear characters, each of which is an extension of n to E. Since
< <  .2  .  .E : Z s u 1 s u 1 w 1 , it follows that uw is exactly the sum of all of
the extensions of n to E. Also, we recall that the irreducible constituents
of uw all lie under the irreducible character ab , and so they are G-con-
jugate, and thus the extensions of n to E are all G-conjugate.
Now ZrE9 is a subgroup of order 2 in ErE9 and if H is any maximal
subgroup of E that does not contain Z, we see that E is a central product
 .of H and Z. In this situation, we see that H9 s E9 s Z H , and so H is
extraspecial. Also, H is the kernel of some extension of n to E, and since
these extensions of n are G-conjugate, it follows that all of the maximal
subgroups of E that do not contain Z are G-conjugate. In particular, these
maximal subgroups of E are all isomorphic.
 .We have seen that E can be constructed abstractly up to isomorphism
as a central product of an extraspecial 2-group S with a cyclic group of
order 4 where the central subgroups of order 2 of these groups are
.identified . There also exists, of course, an extraspecial 2-group T having
the same order as S, but which is not isomorphic to S. It is well known,
however, that the central products of a cyclic group of order 4 with S and
with T are isomorphic groups, and it follows from this that our group E
must have a pair of nonisomorphic maximal subgroups not containing Z.
This contradicts the result of the previous paragraph, however, and the
proof of the theorem is complete.
 .2.5 COROLLARY. Let G be supersol¤able and suppose that some irre-
ducible character of G is a product of two faithful characters. Then G is cyclic.
Proof. Since G is supersolvable, every minimal normal subgroup of G
is cyclic. By Corollary 2.2, every minimal normal subgroup of G is central,
and thus G is cyclic by Theorem 2.3.
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Of course, supersolvable groups have Fitting height at most 2, and so
Corollary 2.5 will be superseded when we prove Theorem A.
 .2.6 COROLLARY. Let G be sol¤able and suppose that some irreducible
character of G is a product of two faithful characters, at least one of which is
primiti¤e. Then G is cyclic.
Proof. Since G has a faithful primitive character, every abelian normal
subgroup is cyclic, and thus every minimal normal subgroup is cyclic since
G is solvable. The result now follows from Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3.
3. PROPERTIES OF COUNTEREXAMPLES
Suppose that G is a noncyclic solvable group and that some irreducible
character of G factors as a product of the faithful characters a and b. By
Theorem 2.3, we know that not every minimal normal subgroup of G is
central, and we consider an arbitrary noncentral minimal normal subgroup
M of G. Of course, M is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p,
 .and thus we can view V s Irr M as a simple FG-module, where F is the
field of order p. Note that G acts nontrivially on V since it acts nontrivially
on M.
We claim that V must be a counterexample to Conjecture C. We need
to show that we can factor G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups of G
and each of them has a nonzero fixed point in V. To see why this is
possible, choose irreducible constituents l and m of a and b , and letM M
X and Y, respectively, be the stabilizers of l and m in G. By the Clifford
correspondence, a and b are induced from X and Y, and thus XY s G
by Lemma 2.1. Of course, X and Y have the nontrivial fixed points l and
m in V, and yet G acts nontrivially on V. In other words, V is a
counterexample to Conjecture C, as claimed.
The foregoing discussion proves Theorem D, and it thereby demon-
strates the relevance of Conjecture C to the main problem of this paper.
We wish to know, therefore, what we can say in a situation where
Conjecture C fails, and this is the purpose of Theorem E, which we restate
here for convenience.
THEOREM E. Let V be a simple FG-module, where F is a field, and
suppose that G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups of G ha¤ing nonzero fixed
points in V. If G acts nontri¤ially on V, then F has prime characteristic p and
the following hold.
 . < < < <a p di¤ides X and Y .
 . < <b If X is sol¤able, then p di¤ides G : Y .
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 .  .c If G is sol¤able, then p di¤ides dim V .F
 .  . .d If N eG is a p9-subgroup and N s N l X N l Y , then N acts
tri¤ially on V.
 .e G is not p-nilpotent.
 .In order to prove part c , we need the following fairly standard fact. We
provide a proof for completeness.
 .3.1 LEMMA. Suppose that G is sol¤able and that G s XY, where X and
Y are subgroups. If p is any set of primes, then G has a Hall p-subgroup H
 . .such that H s H l X H l Y .
Proof. Choose a Hall p-subgroup U of X and a Hall p-subgroup V of
Y. We know that U and V are contained in conjugate Hall p-subgroups of
G, and thus we can choose a Hall p-subgroup H of G and an element
g g G such that U : H and V : H g.
Since G s XY, we can write g s xyy1. Then V y : H x, and of course, we
also have U x : H x since U : H. Now U x and V y are Hall p-subgroups of
X and Y, respectively, and each of them is contained in the Hall p-sub-
group H x of G. We can thus replace U, V, and H by U x, V y, and H x, and
we can therefore assume that UV : H.
Since U and V are Hall p-subgroups of X and Y, respectively, we can
< < < < < < < <write U s X and V s Y . Also, U l V is a p-subgroup of X l Y,p p
< < < <and thus U l V F X l Y . We now havep
< < < < < < < < < < < <U V X Y X Yp p
< < < < < < < <H G UV s G s s G s H ,p /< < < < < <U l V X l Y X l Yp p
and it follows that H s UV. But U : H l X and V : H l Y, and thus
 . .H s H l X H l Y , as required.
 .It is convenient to give part of the proof of Theorem E d as a separate
lemma.
 .3.2 LEMMA. Let V be a simple FG-module, and suppose that G s XY,
where X and Y are subgroups of G that ha¤e nonzero fixed points in V. If
N eG, then there is a simple FN-submodule U : V such that N l X and
N l Y ha¤e nonzero fixed points in W.
Proof. By Clifford's theorem, V is the direct sum of FN-submodules
W : V with 1 F i F t, where G permutes the W transitively, and wherei i
each of these modules is a direct sum of isomorphic simple FN-submod-
 .ules. Of course, it is possible to have t s 1. Since N l X has a nonzero
fixed point in V, it must have a nonzero fixed point a in one of the
summands W , and similarly N l Y has a nonzero fixed point b in somei
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summand W . Now W s W g for some element g g G, and we can writej j i
g s xyy1 with x g X and y g Y. Then W x s W y, and we write W s W x.i j i
Note that W contains the vectors ax and by.
 . .  .Since N l X e X, we have ax N l X s a N l X x s ax, where the
second equality holds because N l X fixes a. Thus N l X fixes ax g W,
and similarly N l Y fixes by g W. But W is a direct sum of copies of
some simple FN-module U, and it follows that each of N l X and N l Y
has a nonzero fixed point in U, as required.
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem E, we recall a fact from
the modular representation theory of solvable groups. If w is an irre-
ducible Brauer character of a solvable group G at the prime p, and
H : G is a Hall p-complement, let a be an irreducible constituent of
smallest possible degree of the ordinary character w . Then a is a FongH
 .character corresponding to w, and it follows that a 1 is exactly the
 .  w xp9-part of the degree w 1 . See, for example, 3 for the relevant defini-
.tions and a proof of this fact. In particular, it follows that if p does not
 .  .  .divide w 1 , then w 1 s a 1 , and thus the restriction of w to the
p-complement H is the irreducible character a .
Finally, we are ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem E.
Proof of Theorem E. Let a, b g V be nonzero vectors fixed by X and
 4Y, respectively, and let O s a , a , . . . , a : V be the orbit of a s a1 2 n 1
under G. The vectors a span a G-invariant subspace of V, which must bei
the whole space since V is simple. It follows that we can write b s u ai i
for some choice of scalars u g F.i
 .For each element y g Y, we have b s by s u a y . Summing overi i
y g Y, we obtain
< <Y b s u a y s u a y. .   i i i i
ygY i i ygY
Since G s XY and a s a is invariant under X, however, it follows that Y1
acts transitively on O. For each subscript i, therefore, we see that  a y isy i
< <a multiple of O, and hence this sum is G-invariant. It follows that Y b is
< <fixed by G, and thus Y b s 0 because V is a simple module on which G
acts nontrivially. We conclude that F has prime characteristic p dividing
< < < <  . Y , and similarly, p divides X . This proves a . See Section 4 of this
.paper for an alternative proof.
Now assume that X is solvable and let X be a p-complement in X.0
Since each of X and Y has a nonzero fixed point in V, and yet p does not0
< <  .  .divide X , we see by part a that X Y / G, and thus X X l Y / X. It0 0 0
follows that the subgroups X and X l Y cannot have coprime indices in0
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< < < < < <X, and thus p must divide X : X l Y . But X : X l Y s G : Y since
< <  .XY s G, and we deduce that p divides G : Y , proving b .
We can view V as an EG-module, where E = F is a maximal subfield of
the division ring of FG-endomorphisms of V. Since E is the full ring of
endomorphisms of V as an EG-module, we see that V is absolutely
irreducible as an EG-module, and of course, X and Y still have nonzero
fixed points in V. Note that the EG-module V corresponds to some
irreducible Brauer character w of G at the prime p, and we have
 .  .dim V s w 1 .E
By Lemma 3.1, we can choose a Hall p9-subgroup H of G with the
 . .  .property that H s H l X H l Y . If dim V is not divisible by p,E
then as we have seen, w is irreducible, and it follows that V is simple asH
an EH-module. But we know that each of H l X and H l Y has a
< <nonzero fixed point in V, and since p does not divide H l X , it follows by
 .  .part a that H acts trivially on V, and thus dim V s 1. We concludeE
that each of X and Y acts trivially on V, and thus G s XY acts trivially.
 .This is a contradiction, and it follows that p divides dim V . ThisE
 .  .dimension, however, divides dim V , and the proof of c is complete.F
Now suppose that N eG is a p9-subgroup and assume that N s
 .  .N l X ? N l Y . By Lemma 3.2, there is a simple FN-submodule
U : V such that N l X and N l Y have nonzero fixed points in U. By
 .part a , applied to the p9-group N, we see that N must act trivially on U,
 .and thus C N is a nonzero FG-submodule of the simple module V. ItV
 .  .follows that C N s V, and hence N acts trivially on V. This proves d .V
Finally, assume that G is p-nilpotent. Then the Hall p9-subgroup H is
 . .normal in G and H s H l X H l Y by Lemma 3.1. We know by part
 .d that H acts trivially on V, and thus V is a simple module for the
p-group GrH. Since F has characteristic p, it follows that GrH acts
trivially on V. But then G acts trivially on V, and this is a contradiction,
 .proving e .
Proof of Theorem B. We are assuming that G is a noncyclic solvable
group and that some irreducible character of G factors as ab , where a
and b are faithful. We have already seen that G must have some
noncentral minimal normal subgroup, and that for any such subgroup M,
 .we can view V s Irr M as a simple FG-module that provides a coun-
terexample to Conjecture C. We have the factorization G s XY, where
each of X and Y has a nontrivial fixed point in V, and in fact, we know
 .  .that a is induced from X and b is induced from Y. Thus a 1 and b 1
< < < <are multiples of G : X and G : Y , respectively.
< <If p is the prime divisor of M , then p is the characteristic of F, and we
 . < < < <know by Theorem E b that p divides each of G : X and G : Y , and thus
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 .  .  .p divides each of a 1 and b 1 , as desired. Also, Theorem E c tells us
 .that p divides dim V , which is the rank of M.F
 .Now C M acts trivially on V, and we see that V is also a counterex-G
 .ample to Conjecture C when it is viewed as a module for GrC M . WeG
 .  .conclude by Theorem E e that GrC M is not p-nilpotent.G
 .Finally, let QrC M be a chief factor of G and let q be the primeG
 .divisor of the order of this factor. Since C Q is normal in G and properM
 . w x  .in M, we see that C Q s 1, and thus q / p. Also, M, Q s M › ker a ,M
and thus some irreducible constituent u of a must reduce upon restric-Q
 .  .  .tion to C M . It follows that q divides u 1 , and thus q divides a 1 .G
 .  .  .Similarly, q divides b 1 , and thus a 1 and b 1 are each divisible by both
p and q. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem A. In the situation of the previous proof, we assume
that the Fitting height of G is less than 4, and we derive a contradiction.
 .We have a noncentral minimal normal p-subgroup M, and since M eF G ,
  ..  .  .we know that M l Z F G ) 1, and hence F G : C M . WriteG
 .   ..  .ErF G s F GrF G , and let PrF G be the Sylow p-subgroup of
 .  .ErF G . Then P eG and the p-group PrF G acts on M. It follows that
 .  .1 - C P eG, and thus P : C M . But GrE is nilpotent and ErP isM G
a p9-group, and it follows that GrP has a normal p-complement. We
 .conclude that GrC M has a normal p-complement, and this is theG
desired contradiction by Theorem B.
4. FURTHER REMARKS
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention an alternative argument that can be
 . used to prove part a of Theorem E. Recall that the rest of Theorem E
 . .follows fairly directly from part a .
Let 0 / a g V be fixed by X, and let O be the G orbit of a in V. Since
the F-span of O is G-invariant, we see that O must span the entire
module V, and thus V is a homomorphic image of the permutation
FG-module P corresponding to the action of G on O. Also, since P is a
permutation module, the principal FG-module is also a homomorphic
image of P. Now assuming that V is not principal, we see that V and the
principal FG-module are distinct composition factors of P. Since Y has a
nonzero fixed point in V, it follows that the restriction P has at least twoY
composition factors isomorphic to the principal FY-module.
Since XY s G, it follows that Y is transitive on O, and thus Y has a
one-dimensional fixed-point space on the module P . Since P has atY Y
least two principal composition factors, it follows that this module cannot
be semisimple, and thus by Maschke's theorem, F must have prime
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< < < <characteristic p dividing Y . Similarly, p divides X , and this establishes
 .part a of Theorem E.
We can prove a modified version of Conjecture C by using a variation
on this argument.
 .4.1 THEOREM. Let V be a simple FG-module, and suppose that G s XY,
where X and Y are subgroups. Assume that X has a nonzero fixed point in V
and that Y has a nonzero fixed point in the dual module V * of V. Then G acts
tri¤ially on V.
Proof. Let 0 / a g V be fixed by X, and let O be the G orbit of a in
V. We know that V is a homomorphic image of the permutation FG-mod-
ule P corresponding to the action of G on O, and thus there is an
FG-submodule M : P with PrM ( V. Also, since P is a permutation
module, there is a submodule N : P such that PrN is the principal
FG-module. Assuming that V is nonprincipal, we see that M and N are
distinct maximal submodules of P, and in particular, M › N.
Since Y has a nonzero fixed point in V *, we know that the restriction of
V to Y has a homomorphism onto the principal FY-module, and thus
there is an FY-submodule K : P such that M : K and Y acts trivially on
PrK. Now K / N, and thus Y has a 2-dimensional space of fixed points on
the dual module P*. But P is a permutation module, and hence P* ( P,
and thus Y acts trivially on a 2-dimensional subspace of V. This is a
contradiction because Y acts transitively on O and P is the corresponding
permutation module.
 .4.2 COROLLARY. The FG-module V in a counterexample to Conjecture
C cannot be self-dual.
Of course, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 have no obvious relevance to
our main problem of whether or not an irreducible character of a non-
cyclic solvable group can factor as a product of faithful characters.
Suppose now that we have a counterexample to Conjecture C, where the
group G is solvable, and of smallest possible order. Clearly, then, the
module V must be faithful. If N eG is a proper subgroup such that
 . .N s N l X N l Y , then by Lemma 3.2 and the minimality of G, it
 .follows that 0 - C N , and thus N acts trivially on V, and N s 1. Also, ifV
 .p is the characteristic of F, then O G s 1, and yet we know by Theoremp
< < < <E that G : X and G : Y are both divisible by p. If there is a solvable
counterexample to Conjecture C, therefore, there must exist a solvable
group G with the following properties.
 .a G s XY, where X and Y are subgroups.
 .  . .b If N eG and N s N l X N l Y , then N s 1 or N s G.
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 . < < < <c There is a prime p dividing both G : X and G : Y and not
<  . <dividing F G .
The author has been unable to find any example of a solvable group
satisfying these three conditions.
We make two remarks about a solvable group G that satisfies these
conditions. First, G has a nontrivial normal q-subgroup Q, for some prime
 .q / p. Since Q › X and Q › Y by condition b , we see that q must
< < < <divide both G : X and G : Y , and hence there are at least two different
primes dividing these two indices. Also, we observe that neither X nor Y
can lie in a proper normal subgroup of G, and thus G‘X s G s G‘Y,
where G‘ is the final term of the lower central series of G. It follows that
< ‘ < ‘the prime p must divide G , and hence G is not nilpotent. In particular,
G must have Fitting height at least 3.
Finally, we generalize Lemma 2.4 slightly, although it is certainly not
clear how this more general form of the result might be used.
 .4.3 THEOREM. Let V be an FG-module, where F is a field of prime
characteristic p and G is sol¤able. Suppose that a G-in¤ariant hyperplane
W : V is semisimple as an FG-module, and assume that G s XY, where X
and Y are subgroups of G, each of which has a fixed point in V lying outside
of W. Then G has a fixed point in V lying outside of W.
Note that Lemma 2.4 is the special case of this result where F has order
p and W is a simple FG-module.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.3. Since C X q W s V s C Y q W, we canV V
choose vectors a and b in V, centralized by X and Y, respectively, and
such that a and b lie in the same nontrivial coset of W in V. Also, X and
Y act trivially on VrW, and it follows that G also acts trivially, and hence
the coset W q a s W q b is G-invariant. All of the G-translates of a and
of b in V thus lie in this coset.
Now let F be the prime subfield of F, let V be the F -subspace of V0 0 0
spanned by all of the G-translates of a and b, and write W s V l W.0 0
Then V is an F G-module and W is a G-invariant subspace. In fact, W0 0 0 0
is a hyperplane of V because all of our spanning vectors lie in a single0
coset of W in V .0 0
Let J be the Jacobson radical of the group algebra F G. Then FJ0 0 0
is a nilpotent ideal in the group algebra FG, and thus it annihilates the
semisimple FG-module W. In particular, J annihilates W, and hence it0
also annihilates W , and it follows that W is semisimple as an F G-mod-0 0 0
ule. Since X and Y centralize a and b, which lie in V y W , we see that0 0
we have replicated the hypotheses of the theorem with F , V , and W in0 0 0
place of F, V, and W. If we can prove the theorem in the case where the
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 .  .field has order p, it will follow that C G › W , and thus C G › W, asV 0 V0
< <required. This shows that it is no loss to assume that F s p.
Now suppose that M is a maximal FG-submodule of W and observe
that the FG-module VrM satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 with
respect to the hyperplane WrM, which is a simple FG-module. It follows
 .that C G › WrM, and thus VrM is the direct sum of WrM and aV r M
submodule on which G acts trivially. We thus see that M is the intersec-
tion of two maximal submodules of V, and hence the intersection of all the
maximal submodules of V is contained in the intersection of the maximal
submodules of W. The latter intersection is trivial, however, since W is
semisimple, and we deduce that V is semisimple, and hence W has a
complement U in V. Since G acts trivially on VrW, it also acts trivially on
U, and the result follows.
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